
SUPPLIES INCLUDED:SUPPLIES INCLUDED: PRPROOVIDED BY YVIDED BY YOU:OU:

Pine cones Strong glue (like hot glue or tacky glue)

Two or three colors of felt scraps Sharpie marker (optional)

Googly eyes

Cotton balls – about 15 per owl

INSTRINSTRUCTIONS:UCTIONS:

1.1. Pull the cotton balls apart into smaller pieces before stuffing the pine cones. A full

cotton ball won’t fit, and they won’t look as fluffy that way anyway.

2.2. Stuff the pine cones with cotton ball pieces

33. Poke the cotton in between the scales of the pine cone.

4.4. Cut out wings from felt. If you want, use black Sharpie marker to draw some

patterns on the wings. Real snowy owls have black markings only as juveniles. Adult

males are almost completely white, while adult females have small amounts of black

barring.

5.5. Cut out a beak from felt, and two circles from felt. The circles should be slightly

larger than your googly eyes. Glue the googly eyes to the felt circles with strong glue.

6.6. Then you’re ready to assemble your owl! Glue on the eyes, beak, and wings.

NOTE: Make sure that each felt piece is glued to the actual pine cone in at least one

spot. If the felt is glued only to the cotton balls, you can pull it right off again because

the cotton is not really attached to the pine cone.

January Take & Make
Snowy Owl

Taken in part from https://frugalfun4boys.com/pine-cone-snowy-owl-craft/

FREE!
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